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CRKN Transformative Agreement

• Initial Conversations 

• Excitement for an entirely new arrangement



CRKN and IOP – Created great opportunities previously with ebooks 

• An early adopter of our ebook collections which were launched in 2013

• Made sense to propose a new journal agreement

At last, a Transformative Agreement by late-2021

• Hybrid and Gold articles

• Unlimited publications



Popular IOP Titles

Physics in Medicine and Biology
Environmental Research Letters
Classical and Quantum Gravity
Nanotechnology
Journal of Physics A: Mathematical and Theoretical



Previous IOP Transformative Agreements
• First one signed in Austria in 2014
• Now over 240 institutions in 14 countries



A guide to submitting under 
your transformative 
agreement



Unlimited 
publishing

No validation 
process

Hybrid OA 
titles

Fully open 
access titles*

No OA fees 
for authors

All research 
article types

*Excluding AAS titles

For our new agreement…

Covering corresponding (submitting) authors at all participating 
member institutions:

The corresponding author is the one that submits the manuscript, and is 
responsible for communicating with the journal during the submission, 
peer review and publication process.



The Workflow

Article Submission

Identification

Agree CC-BY 

Publication

Author submits manuscript to an eligible journal

IOP automatically identifies articles and informs 
authors of inclusion

Author agrees to open access via CC-BY license

Once accepted for publication, the article will be 
published OA under the agreement

The only thing authors need to do during the workflow is agree to the CC-BY license.



When ready to start the submission, follow steps 1-4 on our 
submission system; ScholarOne.

A guide is available on our Publishing Support site.

The submission process will vary on some of our society partner journals.

Author Guide



Providing author information

The corresponding 
(submitting) author will 
need to make sure their 
affiliation is clearly stated 
on the submission form 
(use the autofill) and on 
the article itself.



Open access choice

Whichever OA option is chosen, IOP will 
always identify whether an article is 
eligible for the TA.

If the article is eligible for the agreement, 
we will contact the corresponding author 
and opt the article into OA via the 
agreement.

The selection at this stage will apply only if 
the article is not found to be eligible.

To ensure no charges occur if an article is 
not eligible for any reason, we recommend 
selecting ‘No’ at this stage.



After the first round of peer review, we 
identify eligible articles.

We’ll email the corresponding author 
informing them of their inclusion in the 
agreement.

No opt-in action is needed.

Keeping authors updated



The author will be asked to sign an open access copyright form and 
once the article is accepted it will be published open access under 

the terms of the institutional agreement. 

Author or Librarian Questions? Contact our Transformative Agreement Manager.
openaccesscharging@ioppublishing.org

mailto:openaccesscharging@ioppublishing.org


Reporting

• Quarterly reporting to CRKN

• Full list of included articles and key metadata

• Author, Title, Journal, DOI, Accept date, Funder (if provided) etc…



The benefits of open access publishing



Announcing your new agreement

• A dedicated page on Publishing Support 

• iopscience.org/openaccess/canada



Helping you spread the word

• Emails to CRKN researchers in our database to share 
the good news

• An author guide for submitting under the agreement

• Customized posters and leaflets

• Display banners on our IOPscience platform

• Social media updates



The library toolkit



Social media





Support and training



Support and training
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Support and training
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• Peer Review Excellence Hub
https://ioppublishing.org/peer-review-excellence/

• Publishing Support : 
https://publishingsupport.iopscience.iop.org/

• Open Physics Hub:
https://ioppublishing.org/open-physics/

• Transformative agreement author guide:
https://publishingsupport.iopscience.iop.org/questions/submit-under-a-
transformative-agreement-guide/
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Thank you for listening. 

Do you have any questions?


